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Executive Summary 

This report presents the recommended strategy and action plan for the development of a 

Sustainable Energy Information Centre (SEIC) in Tbilisi, Georgia, and follows the author’s first mission 

to Tbilisi in July 2015, as senior expert commissioned by the INOGATE Technical Secretariat (ITS). 

During this mission, he worked together with a team of representatives from the Tbilisi City Hall 

(TCH) and the Ministry of Energy (MoE), with the assistance of the Energy Efficiency Centre Georgia 

(EEC), in an intensive process of analysis, idea generation and exchange of experience. This working 

group met on a daily basis for a programme of workshops facilitated by the author.  

The first step of the process was to ascertain the policy framework at local, national and 

international level, as well as the city’s local socio-economic context and relevant cultural & historical 

factors. The Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) adopted by Tbilisi under its commitment to the 

Covenant of Mayors is a very important reference in that regard. The working group then identified 

four key target groups for the SEIC: a) citizens visiting the city hall to use the municipality services, b) 

the municipal authority, in particular the staff and management working at the city hall building, c) 

households, particularly those living in post-1960 apartment blocks with a very poor energy standard, 

d) school children, particularly those between the 7 and 12 years old.  

The needs, barriers, opportunities faced by each group for the adoption of sustainable energy were 

assessed, and a stakeholder map identified (enablers, influencers). After some deliberations, the 

working group decided to select: a) the city hall service users as they are a readily accessible and 

large audience (average 1600 per day) representing a diverse cross-section of the city’s society; b) 

the city hall staff & management, again as a readily accessible audience and to support the 

municipality fulfilling its energy saving targets under its SEAP.  

Secondly, the working group defined the energy efficiency themes and messages to be promoted by 

the SEIC towards the city hall visitors, centred on behaviour change and affordable measures. The 

group also envisioned the SEIC HQ, as the physical centrepiece of its awareness raising and 

information activities, to be located at the city hall (proposed 30 m2 space on 2nd floor). The activities 

to be undertaken by the SEIC team at the centre follow a process similar to a shopping experience: 1) 

grabbing the visitors’ attention and attracting them to the centre, 2) the ‘customer’ is engaged with 

by the staff to enquire about their needs and provide pertinent information and advice, utilising the 

information and demonstration material of the centre, 3) encouraging the customer to find out more 

(leaflets, brochures, website, facebook, etc.) and take action (e.g. give them a discount voucher to 

buy low energy light bulb). A number of outreach activities have been proposed to be undertaken by 

the SEIC once it is well established and has sufficient capability.  

 With regard to the city hall staff and management, the proposed strategy is to engage first in a series 

of awareness raising activities promoting the adoption of energy efficient behaviour, with poster 

campaigns, face-to-face engagement at their place of work and at the centre, info dissemination via 

the TCH communication channel, etc. The next step would be to create a team of energy champions 

who reinforce behaviour change among their colleagues at department level. The SEIC’s engagement 

with the management will be an opportunity to identify and co-ordinate activities that leverage the 

services they provide to reach new audiences via their services, including at decentralised level (e.g. 

district offices, kindergartens, municipal service companies, etc.). In addition, it is proposed that the 
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SEIC facilitates developing the capability of TCH to implement an energy management system, 

notably by instigating the creation of an energy managers team and organising training activities. 

Finally, the key expert developed in consultation with the working group a comprehensive list of 

resources required to first set up the SEIC’s infrastructure, recruit and train its team, and then to 

operate the centre and deliver its work programme. This list of resources will facilitate identifying the 

budgetary requirements of the SEIC. Suggestions have also been made has to how potential financial 

and material contributions could be obtained from third parties, to complement the investment of 

TCH and INOGATE. Moreover, the report makes a number of recommendations for SEIC to engage in 

partnerships with other stakeholders such as NGOs, international donors, product and services 

suppliers, etc. to create synergies and extend the centre’s outreach. Last but not least, the report 

recommends a high-level mid to long-term strategy to continue growing the SEIC and expand its 

capabilities as a driving force for sustainable energy in Tbilisi and Georgia.  
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1. Introduction 

This report presents the recommended strategy and action plan for the development of a 

Sustainable Energy Information Centre (SEIC) in Tbilisi, Georgia.  Following initial discussions on the 

need for a SEIC in Georgia, a high level concept for the centre was proposed by the ITS team to the 

Tbilisi City Hall (TCH) and the Ministry of Energy (MoE) earlier in 2015. This formed the basis of a 

Memorandum of Understanding between the three parties for the setting up of such a SEIC at the 

TCH under the jurisdiction of the municipality authority.  

Following on this concept, Xavier Dubuisson, senior expert in this area, was commissioned by ITS to 

facilitate the development of a strategy and action plan for the SEIC, and support the initial phase of 

its establishment. This report is the result of Xavier’s first mission in Tbilisi in July 2015 and is based 

on detailed discussions and investigations by a workgroup composed of representatives of the TCH, 

the MoE and ITS, facilitated by Xavier and the Georgian Energy Efficiency Centre.   

2. The Rationale for the SEIC  

2.1. Policy Drivers 

The strategy of the SEIC is informed by the overall policy framework for sustainable energy by the 

municipality of Tbilisi and the national government, in the context of a drive for integration of key 

European policies on energy efficiency and renewable energy.  

In that regard, the Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) adopted by the TCH in 2011 as a signatory 

of the Covenant of Mayors (CoM) defines an overall objective of reducing the city’s CO2 emissions by 

24% by 2020 compared to a business as usual scenario (baseline 2009). The SEAP’s key priorities 

include improving the energy efficiency and the adoption of renewable energy in its building stock, 

transport sector and the city’s infrastructure (waste & wastewater management, street lighting, gas 

and electricity distribution system).  

Among the measures listed in the SEAP, the following are particularly relevant to the mission of the 

SEIC:  

- For the transport sector:  

o Promote the modal shift to public transport among the general public;  

o Encourage the purchase of low emission cars, underlined by the introduction of 

technical inspections. 

- For the building sector (40% of total energy usage):  

o Information, awareness-raising and education campaigns for energy efficiency, 

particularly in the residential sector to encourage the adoption of more efficient 

lighting, heating and refrigeration systems and practices;  

o Establishment of an energy monitoring and energy management programme in 

municipal buildings;  

o Promote and demonstrate the energy retrofit of existing buildings and the adoption 

of good energy efficiency standards in new construction.  
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The Tbilisi SEAP is underlined by the National Energy Policy of Georgia, which defines the gradual 

harmonization of Georgian legislation with the EU legislation, notably in terms of “exploration of 

renewable energy resources and facilitation of energy efficiency oriented activities in the country 

through economically and ecologically feasible means”. In this framework, the national government 

has initiated the development of a National Energy Efficiency Action Plan in line with the 

requirements of the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED). The EED itself requires, among other things a) 

mobilising investment in the refurbishment of buildings, b) energy retrofitting public buildings (3% of 

total floor space per year), c) energy auditing and energy management d) consumer information and 

empowering programme e) information and training of market stakeholders. 

In parallel, the EBRD is providing technical assistance to strengthen energy efficiency in residential 

buildings through the development of an appropriate legislative and regulatory framework, informed 

by the European Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD).     

2.2. Other drivers 

In addition to responding to the local, national and international policy framework, the SEIC can also 

contribute to addressing the following socio-economic and environmental drivers for the 

development of sustainable energy within the city:  

• To reduce the municipality’s energy expenditure and improve its budgetary position, as well 

as to improve its staff’s working environment (and therefore well-being and productivity) 

and the effectiveness of its services. In this, the municipality can ‘lead by example’ for other 

sectors.  

• To improve the welfare of citizens by reducing their energy expenditure, improving their 

living environment and therefore their health and comfort;    

• To improve the city’s urban environment, notably in terms of air pollution, and reduce its 

global environmental impact in terms of climate change.  

The above drivers, identified during work group discussions, should be considered as key motivation 

themes and integrated as high-level messages in the awareness-raising and information activities 

undertaken by the SEIC.   

3. The SEIC’s Objectives 

The general objectives of the SEIC are:  

- Reduce the city’s impact on climate change and energy expenditure. 

- Support the implementation of Tbilisi SEAP & national sustainable energy policies. 

- Raising awareness and promoting behavioural change towards sustainable use of energy. 

The specific objectives of the SEIC are:  

o Provide independent, authoritative information on energy efficiency and renewable energy.  

o Influence and advice target groups towards desired sustainable energy behaviours and 

decision-making. 
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o Build capacity among relevant stakeholders to develop and implement their sustainable 

energy projects.   

4. Sectorial and Thematic Focus 

In order to be effective, the SEIC needs to develop a clear focus on target groups that are of strategic 

importance and to define, for each one, the sustainable energy solutions to be promoted in priority. 

The criteria for selecting target groups and solutions as priorities include:  

 Strategic importance in the policy framework, particularly at a local level.  

 Scale of the potential for energy saving & cost-effectiveness of the relevant measures. 

 In line with the foreseen capability of the SEIC.  

The following target groups have been identified as priorities by the working group in consultation 

with the SEIC steering committee, by order of importance:  

4.1. Target Group 1: Visitors to the TCH  

Rationale 

Since the SEIC will be located at the city hall, it make sense to target the large number of service 

users visiting the city hall as a priority. Circa 1600 citizens visit the city hall per day or 584,000 per 

year in average, according to recent statistics provided by TCH. Citizens visit the city hall to use about 

18 services, but the large majority (circa 50%) come to seek assistance from social services (typically 

people on low-income) and another 25% come for the ‘architectural services’ (for construction and 

renovation related activities). Generally speaking, visitors to the city hall represent a large cross-

section of the Tbilisi society (households, businesses, civil servants, professionals, etc.). This natural 

‘footfall’ should be capitalised on by the SEIC to generate face-to-face engagement with the citizens 

to provide information and advice on relevant sustainable energy solutions.  

Thematic focus  

The SEIC will generally address the city hall visitors as householders and will promote solutions that 

apply primarily to existing houses (and in particular to the post 1960 stock which represent circa 

65% of the housing stock in the city). The work group prioritized the following energy efficiency 

solutions as addressing a significant share of energy usage in these dwellings, and as being affordable 

and relatively simple to implement (by order of priority):  

1. Lighting: a) behaviour change (‘switch off’) b) lamp replacement (CFL, LED) c) controls 

(presence and daylight sensors). 

2. Appliances: replacement with efficient (A+ rated) appliances (particularly fridges & freezers) 

and more efficient use of TV, IT and entertainment devices (‘switch off and unplug’). 

3. Weatherisation of external envelope: seal windows, gaps and holes in the fabric, 

penetration through walls (cables, pipes, ducts, etc.) to reduce air infiltration. Airtightness 

measures should be promoted together with controlled ventilation measures. 

4. Windows: a) repair existing windows (closing mechanisms, seal, upgrade to insulating double 

glazing) b) upgrade with new, well insulated and sealed windows.  
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5. Room gas heaters: a) upgrade to safe and more efficient heaters with time and temperature 

controls.  

6. Central Heating system: a) installation of thermostatic radiator valves (TRVs) b) installation 

of insulating foil against the wall, at the back of radiators c) digital time and temperature 

controllers d) replacement of old, inefficient boilers with modern condensing gas boilers.   

Secondly, the SEIC will promote the adoption of higher energy efficiency standard, and to a lesser 

extent renewable energy solutions, in new housing – targeting people visiting the architectural 

services of the city hall. The measures to be promoted should include:  

1. Insulated and airtight building fabric, considering a) typical construction techniques and b) 

innovative efficient construction systems. 

2. Passive solar design principles (orientation, glazing layout, natural cooling, solar protection, 

use of vegetation micro-climate etc.). 

3. Efficient building services (space and water heating, lighting, ventilation, air-conditioning). 

4. Choice of location with access to public transport and within walking distance of local 

vicinities (schools, shops, etc.).  

5. Renewable energy supply: a) solar water heating b) reversible air source heat pump for 

heating and cooling c) solar photovoltaic energy.   

4.2. Target Group 2: Tbilisi City Hall 

Rationale 

The TCH should also be treated as key target group for the SEIC’s awareness-raising and information 

activities, and to become a catalyst in driving sustainable energy within the municipality, for the 

reasons already mentioned above. The fact that the SEIC will be hosted at the city hall itself means 

that there is a natural access to a large ‘captive audience’ at close proximity (… staff). We therefore 

recommend that the SEIC focuses on the city hall building first as probably one of the largest energy 

consumer among the TCH building stock. It will provide a suitable environment for the SEIC to 

develop capability and experience before tackling other municipal buildings of a similar type (e.g. 

district offices) and other facilities (e.g. kindergarten).  

By co-ordinating its actions with other relevant departments, the SEIC can leverage their existing 

services and sphere of influence to reinforce the centre’s capability and the reach of its actions. For 

example, the SEIC can work with the architectural department to introduce sustainable energy in the 

design and specification of the approved house designs it provides to prospective house builders. 

Another example would be to collaborate with the TCH district offices to extend its reach to attract 

new visitors and disseminate its information.  
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Thematic Focus 

In the first phase of its engagement with this target group, the SEIC will focus its activities towards 

raising awareness, informing and advising on the following energy efficiency measures, for similar 

reasons as for the target group 1 (cost-effectiveness, affordability, etc.):  

1. Development of an energy management system and a team of competent and responsible 

energy managers.  

2. Encourage behaviour change towards rational use of energy, particularly for lighting, air-

conditioning, ITC.  

3. Upgrade to energy efficient lighting: a) daylight and presence sensor b) switch to T5 or LED. 

4. Improve airtightness of the building (blower door pressure test and repair and seal window 

openings, automatic door opening/closing, etc.). 

5. Passive solar design: a) reduce solar gains in summer b) utilise solar gains effectively in the 

winter c) maximise daylighting, d) use natural ventilation when appropriate to reduce air 

conditioning.   

6. Install a Building Energy Management System (BEMS) and utilise to support the energy 

management system.   

7. Upgrade HVAC systems: a) controls b) equipment c) heat recovery 

The above measures have been identified and selected as adequate to the city hall buildings, and are 

likely to be relevant to all administrative buildings (offices) occupied by the municipality. Other 

measures and priorities will arise in different facilities (sport centres, kindergarten, etc.).              

4.3. Other target groups 

During its deliberations, the working group identified two other important target groups: a) the 

residential sector at large, b) children and teenagers, with the following rationale:  

a) The residential sector is the largest energy consumer and contributor to CO2 after transport 

in Tbilisi. Generally speaking, the existing housing stock in the city is inefficient from an 

energy point-of-view (particularly the stock built from the 1960s onwards), exacerbating fuel 

poverty issues and the well-being of occupants.   

b) Children represent the next generation and are much more amenable to creating a new 

culture of sustainability among the citizens of the city. As young energy users, they can be 

educated to adopt a more sustainable approach to energy usage than their parents, and can 

also be strong advocates for behaviour change within the family, at school, etc. In addition, 

experimenting with sustainable energy can be an exciting way to learn scientific disciplines 

such as physics, chemistry, etc.  
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5. Action Plan for the SEIC 

The following section describes the proposed action plan for the SEIC to deliver its mission of 
awareness-raising, information and awareness-raising towards the priority target groups, i.e. a) 
visitors to the city hall, b) the municipality, starting with the staff and management at the city hall 
itself. As the capability and experience of the SEIC develops, some outreach activities to broader 
target groups can be added to its initial programme. The action plan is envisaged on the basis of the 
centre being located on the 2nd floor of the building, among the consultation rooms, and above the 
reception area on the first floor. The action plan is defined for an initial period of 3 years.  

5.1. Activities recommended 

For the city hall visitors 

As the service users at the city hall are preoccupied with a different purpose than visiting the SEIC, 

the proposed approach and activities are designed to attract them to the centre before they leave, 

deliver information & advice that is helpful, with a fast turnaround. The process can be described as 

similar to a shopping experience: 

a) Grab their attention and bring them to the centre  

a. The monitors in the reception area and 2nd floor (currently providing queuing 

information only) have a series of visual messages on EE and inviting them to visit the 

centre, flashing at regular intervals.  

b. There are stacks of invitation cards on the reception desks inviting service users to 

visit the centre, and the staff provide a little encouragement and direction, with the 

promise of a potential prize.  

c. Signage provides direction to the centre, in the form of coloured steps on the floor 

from the main entrance door and colourful posters on the staircase walls. 

d. The ‘shop front’ of the centre is attractive and inviting. There is an open view to 

what’s going on inside (no blinds and minimal window obstruction), with a few 

visuals and messages inviting potential visitors in.  

e. An interactive, fun exhibit (e.g. the ‘energy bike’1, a digital display) engages with 

potential visitors just outside the entrance to the centre.  

b)   Inform and Advise 

a. The centre’s staff engage with visitors, invite them in, enquire about their needs and 

answer questions competently, with relevant and practical information and advice.   

b. A number of exhibits and demo units (see SEIC resources and layout below) provide 

a visual, ‘touch and feel’ support to the information and advice provided by the staff.  

                                                           

1
 An example of the energy bike is available at the Latvia energy information centre. 
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c. The centre itself acts as a demonstration of the application of sustainable energy 

(efficient lighting, IT equipment, air conditioning, IR reflective coating on windows, 

etc.).  

d. Children who are accompanying their parents at the city hall are also catered for as 

visitors of the centre. There is a kids corner with posters, fun activities (colouring, 

face painting, etc.) and exhibits (e.g. Lego Energy Kit), and the staff engage children 

with relevant information.  

c) Follow-on 

a. Visitors are invited to take printed information with them to use at their 

convenience e.g. leaflets, contact list of energy efficiency products and services, card 

with the centres contact details and links to online resources, etc. (see SEIC 

resources below).  

b. The TCH website hosts a section dedicated to the SEIC and provides an online 

information resource (digital copies of leaflets, videos, etc.).  

c. The SEIC runs a Facebook page posting regularly news about the centre’s activities, 

relevant snippets of information, presenting a social media shop front for the centre.  

d. Each visitor is invited to enter a draw for a competition (e.g. free EE upgrade of their 

home lights), are asked to leave their details and are invited to join the SEIC 

Facebook page. They can then be kept informed and engaged via email, social media, 

mailing, etc.  

e. Visitors, as an incentive to act rapidly on the information provided, are given a 

voucher with a discount on low-cost energy efficient products (e.g. efficient light 

bulb) at participating retailers (see below). Participating retailers monitor the use of 

the vouchers and communicate results to the SEIC to assess follow-up action by the 

centre visitors. 

d) Outreach   

A limited number of outreach activities can be planned, adapted to the capability and time 

availability of the SEIC staff. 

a. The centre engages with suppliers of relevant energy efficient & renewable energy 

products (see priority measures promoted by SEIC) and services (installers, builders, 

etc.), invite them to visit the centre and contribute to it (sponsoring, sample of 

products, documentation, etc.). In addition to the resulting advertising, the SEIC can 

provide feedback on consumer profiles and needs, direction on technological and 

market trends, etc.   

b. Regular campaigns are run in collaboration with suppliers of energy efficient 

products who contribute to the activities of the centre, for example: competitions to 

win a AAA fridge, a 20% discount voucher on efficient light bulbs, a flash mob in a 

super market, etc. 

c. The SEIC participates to a limited number of relevant shows/exhibitions, typically a 

building show, where they will engage with their target group (primarily house-

owners renovating or building new) and the industry (suppliers, builders, importers, 

etc.). The number of activities will depend on the staff capability. 
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d. A poster campaign is run in the public transport operated by TCH (buses, mini-buses 

and metro) 2  to promote simple energy efficiency measures with clear, visual 

messages (e.g. change to CFL lightbulb and save xx GEL per month – in picture and 

numbers). The posters than refer to communication channels of the SEIC (facebook, 

website, etc.) for further information and invite them to visit the centre.       

For TCH staff and management:  

a) Awareness-raising: 

The SEIC leverages its capability, built around the needs of the city hall visitors, to run an awareness 

campaign among the staff in the city hall building, focusing on behaviour change (turn off lights, 

control airco, close the outside doors, etc.), with the following activities:  

a. At regular intervals (3 hours, once or twice a week), the SEIC staff targets one section 

of the building (e.g. a floor, or a department), makes a motivational and informative 

presentation (with a bit of fun), engages in face to face discussions with the staff. 

b. Poster campaign within the building promoting energy efficient behaviour, 

complemented with visual reminders such as ‘turn off’ stickers (beside light switches, 

computers, etc.), screen savers, etc. 

c. A section of the SEIC website is dedicated to the TCH staff with relevant information 

and advice focusing on behaviour change. Other existing communication channels 

of the TCH (facebook page, newsletters, email mailings) will be used to disseminate 

relevant information.    

d. The above activities encourage the TCH staff to visit the SEIC information centre on 

the 2nd floor of the building to receive further info and personalised advice (and a 

chance to win a prize!). 

e. A bi-monthly competition is run with the staff to nominate the ‘most energy 

efficient employee’ of the city hall, with the winners receiving a small prize and 

being congratulated publicly by the Mayor. 

f. Provide feedback to the city hall staff and management on their energy efficiency 

effort by obtaining key energy usage data in the building (to start with at gas and 

electricity meters) and to use this data to display key performance indicators and 

trends.   

g. As the SEIC runs awareness-raising activities with the TCH staff, it will have the 

opportunity to also engage with its management to obtain endorsement and 

collaboration with the campaigns being run. In addition, this will be an opportunity 

to develop synergies with relevant services (e.g. social services dealing with fuel 

poverty, architectural services dealing with new construction, etc.).    

b) Capacity Building:  

While its capacity is limited, and its focus is on information and awareness, the SEIC can be a 

catalyst within the TCH to develop its capability in the area of energy management. The following 

                                                           

2
 The possibility to run such a campaign in collaboration with the public transport services of TCH at a low cost 

must be confirmed, in which case the main cost would be the poster.  
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activities are therefore recommended, to be implemented at a suitable time in the centre’s 

evolution (possibly from year 2):  

a. As part of the awareness-raising activities defined above, the SEIC can help create a 

group of energy champions (e.g. the winners of the ‘most energy efficient employee’ 

competitions) who will continue promoting and reinforcing energy efficient 

behaviour within their team/department.  

b. Seek relays within decentralised offices and services of the TCH and establish 

collaboration with management and motivated staff (energy champions) to extend 

the awareness raising activities of the SEIC to their service users and to their own 

colleagues.   

c. Instigate the development of an energy management system, to be applied first 

within the city hall by: a) encouraging the TCH high-level management to commit to 

it, b) identifying the needs of designated energy managers among relevant services, 

c) facilitating training for energy managers.      

5.2. Resources required 

The following table identifies the resources required to develop the centre and to operate it during 

its initial phase, with budget figures (where available):  

Establishment of the centre  Cost estimates 
(€/year) 

Preparation of the space: removing existing internal partitions, internal blinds, painting 

of walls and ceiling (white), etc.  

 

Application of energy efficient retrofit measures: installation of room lighting and 

controls to be able to compare different lamps, weatherisation, automatic door closing, 

reflective coating of the windows.  

 

Design and printing of initial stock of printed material: 

o 3# brochures (EE in existing apartments, EE in new houses, EE in the office) 

o 5# A2 posters (3 # EE in the office, 2# EE for kids)  

o Post cards/leaflets with visual messages and invitation to visit/make contact 

 

Office equipment: 2 laptops, 1 printer/copier/scanner, 2 phones, whiteboard  

Furniture:  

o 1 extendable office table to serve as temporary workspace for staff, meetings, 

consultation, mini workshops + seating 

o 2 large wall shelves (max 1.5 m wide, self-standing, on casters)  

o 1 small round table for kids corner (1-1.5 m diameter) 

o 1 long shelve under the external window 

 

Exhibits: 

o Solar charger, solar toys, amateur weather station to be mounted on outside 

Many exhibits 

could be donated 
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window 

o One display comparing different types of lights and their energy usage (in GEL) 

o One A+ fridge with explanations on EE features & poster on energy labelling 

o Posters (see above) 

o Interactive pedal power exhibit (mobile) 

o 3 large screen PC monitors + dedicated PC(tbc) 

or sponsored by 

suppliers 

Professional support: including graphic designer, PR specialist  

Initial media campaigns, including for the SEIC launch Should be free 

TOTAL  

 

Operating Budget (year 1-3) Cost estimates 
(€/year) 

Human resources:  

Initial SEIC staff:  

1# staff with adequate technical degree with 3-5 years’ experience 

1# staff with adequate communication/marketing degree with 3-5 years’ experience 

SEIC management (assumed to be provided by TCH head of energy department) 

 

 

20,000 GEL/year 

20,000 GEL/year 

Facility, including rent, insurance, rates, utilities, maintenance, security 0 GEL (TCH) 

General office supplies (paper, printer cartridges, etc.) 1,000 GEL/year 

2# dedicated phone lines (assumed to be covered by TCH) and mobile phones  1,000 GEL/year 

Participation to 1-2 trade shows per year  

Travel and subsistence costs (meetings, trade shows, etc.) 3-5,000 GEL/year 

Professional support (PR and graphic design) 3,000 GEL/year 

Additional information material (new brochures, displays, exhibits, posters) 5-7,000 GEL/year 

TOTAL  
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5.3. Outline planning of activities year 0-3 

 

Main activities & milestones Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Setting-up of SEIC visitor centre       

Recruitment of the staff & training       

SEIC website and Facebook page launched & operational       

Activities for city hall visitors launched & operational       

Outreach at external events (trade shows, etc.)       

Poster campaign in public transport       

Awareness-raising activities for city hall staff        

Capacity-building activities for TCH energy management system       

Outreach activities for TCH decentralised offices       

 

6. Partnerships 

It is essential for the SEIC to develop and nurture partnerships with relevant organisations that are 
already engaging with the SEIC target groups in order to leverage their access and influence within 
these groups, as well as their resources. Consultation meetings should identify such potential 
partners (as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not 
found.) and investigate potential opportunities for collaboration. Partnerships should include a mix 
of other governmental institutions, equipment and building materials suppliers, SMEs, energy 
companies, NGOs, consumer organisations and others. Collaborative activities could include, for 
example: 

 Delivering outreach activities for schools and youth groups together with NGOs and other 

community groups already active with these audiences; 

 Co-ordinating information dissemination activities with other national or international 

agencies;  

 Organisation of joint conferences with trade organisations, municipalities, associations; 

 Running training courses and seminars with third-level and vocational education institutions;  

 Developing TV and radio programmes with state and private broadcasters; 

 Writing and placing articles within sectorial magazines or newsletters;  

 Running joint communication campaigns with energy utilities;  
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 Running a promotion or competition, e.g., on efficient lighting with a major retailer. 

7.  Mid to long-term vision for the SEIC 

As it develops its capability and successfully carries out its activities, the demand for SEIC services will 
increase, first from their two primary target groups, and then from secondary target groups 
(households and children) and sectors (other public authorities, SMEs, industry, etc.). The SEIC 
management should therefore plan for its expansion in the mid-term and review regularly the 
strategy and priorities of the centre, and update its action plan accordingly. As the resources of the 
SEIC grow, in particular in terms of human resources, the extent of its outreach activities should grow 
too.   

For the secondary target groups, the following activities could be undertaken by the SEIC:  

a) Awareness-raising and education campaign for school children involving teachers and school 

masters, targeting children aged 7-12 first and then teenagers second. This campaign can 

take different forms but should be inspired by the work of the Sustainable Energy Agency in 

Ireland who has been recognised as EU leader in this area.  

b) Awareness-raising and information campaigns for householders, using digital media but 

more importantly local energy champions in the community. During the working group 

meetings, the importance of ‘heads of condominiums’ as a vehicle for awareness-raising and 

demonstration was discussed extensively.  

It is also essential that the SEIC co-ordinates its activities with other services in the city hall and in 

decentralised offices, and eventually with municipal service companies and then utility companies. 

First of all, this collaboration should aim at supporting their efforts to reduce their energy 

consumption, but also to leverage their connections with relevant target groups and sectors to 

extend the SEIC activities. In that regard, reinforcing the role of the SEIC as co-ordinator of the 

development of the municipality’s energy management system should be considered seriously.   

How to fund the growth of the SEIC should be investigated further, but here international donors as 

well as participating to relevant EU funding programmes (e.g. Horizon 2020) can play an important 

role if the SEIC can demonstrate sufficient credibility. In addition, the relevant sectors (suppliers of 

products and services) should recognise the role of the SEIC in promoting their industry and 

contribute materially to its development.  
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8. Conclusions  

The proposed action plan for the SEIC is based on extensive investigations of the local context and 
needs, and engagement with stakeholders. It is the fruit of a very productive collaboration between 
the parties involved and an intensive process of consultation and idea generation with the working 
group. The report has been received positively by the steering committee of the project, who has 
endorsed the proposed action plan. This paves the way for the municipal authorities to commit to 
the SEIC establishment and development as a key instrument of the local government’s drive to 
achieve its commitment to sustainable energy.     
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Annex 1: Outline specifications for the visitor centre of the Georgia’s 
Sustainable Energy Information Centre  

Introduction  

This annex provides outline specifications for the visitor centre element of the proposed Georgia’s 
Sustainable Energy Information Centre.  

As a starting point, this outline envisages that the Centre is designed to cater for groups of 
approximately 30 people. An open space of minimum 30 m2 and preferably 60 to 100 m2 would be 
adequate to host a focused experience for slow moving or static visitors. 

Layout and amount of demonstration materials and units used for the visitor centre depends on the 
available space, and is at the discretion of the organisation owning and operating the visitor centre.   

The exhibits would include a combination of:  

 Static visuals with textual and graphic information on specific topics, presented in the form of 
posters presented on walls or on a stand (possibility to have information printed on both 
sides);  

 On screen interactive displays which could include a mix of video, rolling slides, games and 
access to internet based information;  

 Demo units of relevant energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions such as examples 
of products, mock-up of insulated building elements, etc.  

 Educational hands-on kits for workshops for children or students.  

The following section provides a short description and illustrations of the different elements 
discussed above as well as bill of quantity of what would be required to furnish a 30 m2 space for 
the visitor centre.  

Static visuals  

A set of posters (HxW about 1.5 x 1 m) presenting information on a specific topic each, with brief text 
providing interesting facts and figures as well as attractive, bright graphics illustrating the topic. The 
set of 10 posters should cover most essential topics and allow for a rotation of posters on display. 
Examples of topics could include general introduction to sustainable energy, overview of the 
sustainable energy home, building fabric insulation, indoor air quality and efficient ventilation, low-
energy lighting, efficient household appliances, condensing boilers, efficient wood heating systems, 
heating controls, solar water heating, etc.  
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The visitor centre can display the posters in such a way that they provide a ‘journey’ through the 
energy efficient home3, using colour codes co-ordinated with relevant exhibits (e.g. red for solar 
water heating poster and demo unit on display, green for wood heating poster and stove on display, 
etc.). Visitors should get clues from the posters linking the information provided to displays showing 
practical examples/applications of the topics covered. The language and graphism should be simple, 
and the information accessible without prior knowledge. As children are an important target group 
for the visitor centre, information dedicated to them should be provided on the posters (dedicated 
section at low level) or on a separate set of posters. The use of case studies with pictures of real life 
examples (with people!) can be particularly impactful. Posters can be mounted on walls or on stands, 
or a combination of both. The advantage of a stand is that it is easily movable and can be printed on 
both sides, and can be used as a separator.  

On-screen interactive displays 

The visitor centre can use multimedia content to provide interactive, dynamic information tailor-
made for different users. In its simplest form, the display can be a powerpoint show with a series of 
slides including video content.  It is possible to create dynamic navigation without advanced 
programming (possibly in-house) and display on a simple PC. There is also a good range of interactive 
material readily available online and accessible free of charge or at a low cost. Tablets or larger 
touchscreens anchored in a stationary dock or table can provide a more intuitive level of interaction 
with users.  

Interactive displays are more expensive than posters but have the advantage that one can easily 
update them and they can provide a whole range of content on a lower footprint (or wall space). The 
experience for the user is more engaging and allows him/her to access the information through 
different media (text, pictures, videos, etc.) at the touch of a button. Online tools such as google 
maps and google earth enable to develop dynamic, geographically referenced content e.g. a map of 
all the biomass plants in Georgia with a case study panel for each installation referenced on the map. 
Some applications might enable visitors to print out or e-mail themselves some takeaway material 
such as results of a quiz, a leaflet on solar water heating, etc.  

If designed properly, each interactive display can engage several users at the same time and a set of 
3 to 5 screens can cater for quite a large group simultaneously (say 3-5 users per screen).  

                                                           

3
 Provided that this is chosen as the focus for the visitor centre. The home is such a central aspect of all citizens’ 

life that it is a good starting point to introduce energy efficiency and renewable energy.  
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Demo units 

Under the name demo units, we refer to exhibits that provide a touch and feel experience for the 
visitor as well as demonstrate practical RES & EE applications in a physical model. Examples of demo 
units include:  

- Actual products put on display self-standing (e.g. thermosyphon solar water heater, wood 
stove), on a stand (ventilation system) or as part of a poster (e.g. energy efficient light bulbs, 
sections of insulation);  

- Scaled models of RES & EE solutions e.g. wind turbines, hydro-power plant, biomass boilers, 
etc. 

- Mock-up of insulated construction systems e.g. a section of highly insulated wall-to-floor 
connection showing how you can apply a thick layer of insulation without thermal bridge and 
how you can apply the airtightness layer.  

Manufacturers and suppliers frequently use such demo units to market their products and 
demonstrate them to their clients, typically in their show-room or at trade fairs. Very often, they are 
willing to donate them at no or little cost as part of a sponsoring agreement. As for other kinds of 
demo units such as the insulated wall-to-floor junction, a good carpenter or builder can assemble it 
relatively easily.  
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The visitor centre should select these demo units carefully and integrate with the information 
provided by other supports such as the posters, the interactive displays, etc. in a manner that 
complements and makes the visitor experience richer. The demo units should also come with 
‘interpretation’ i.e. text or graphics displayed beside or on them providing the necessary information 
to give meaning to their functions, components, etc.  

A set of 4-5 self-standing items would be sufficient to furnish a space of around 50 m2.  One can 
locate smaller scaled models by thematic area and arrange them in display cabinets (e.g. one on 
renewable electricity generation, one on renewable heat, one on lighting, etc.) 

Educational Kits 

There is a wide range of educational kits themed on sustainable energy available in the marketplace. 
These kits provide an excellent support to run workshops with school children in particular (although 
many adults haven’t lost the ability for hands-on learning through play). They often propose building 
a miniature model of an energy system (e.g. solar power system) and testing the impact of varying 
different parameters (e.g. shading of the solar cell) on the operation and performance of the system. 
One can also put assembled models on display as a ‘demo unit’ (see above.) 

Example ONLY: the famous Danish manufacturer of building blocks, LEGO, sells a whole range of 
educational kits for children from preschool to secondary school. LEGO proposes an educational set 
dedicated to renewable energy and includes a solar panel, turbine blades, a motor/generator, LED 
lights, an Energy Meter and full-colour building instructions. This set, when combined with a 
‘Machines and Mechanisms’ and a dedicated activity pack provides all the resource required to 
conduct six 45-minute lessons and four problem-solving activities that allow school children to 
explore the three major renewable energy sources, solar, wind and water, through real-life LEGO 
models. The sets are for children over 10 years old and the key learning values include: 

- Exploring renewable energy sources 
- Investigating energy supply, transfer, accumulation, conversion and consumption 
- Using measurements and data analysis to describe and explain outcomes 
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There are a number of other education kits available by different suppliers, as illustrated below:  

 

http://sunwindsolar.com/sunny-side-up-
classroom-10-pack/  

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/14-Educational-
Solar-Robot-Kit/dp/B00CRF5KKG/  

 

http://www.picoturbine.com/hydro-powerwheel/  

 

http://www.knex.com/shop/17554/energy-
motion-aeronautics/  

  

http://sunwindsolar.com/sunny-side-up-classroom-10-pack/
http://sunwindsolar.com/sunny-side-up-classroom-10-pack/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/14-Educational-Solar-Robot-Kit/dp/B00CRF5KKG/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/14-Educational-Solar-Robot-Kit/dp/B00CRF5KKG/
http://www.picoturbine.com/hydro-powerwheel/
http://www.knex.com/shop/17554/energy-motion-aeronautics/
http://www.knex.com/shop/17554/energy-motion-aeronautics/

